HAVING RECENTLY RETURNED FROM MONITORAMA [1], I CAN ATTEST THAT IT IS EXACTLY WHAT IT SOUNDS LIKE: A COLLECTION OF PEOPLE SO ENAMORED OF THE TECHNICAL DISCIPLINE THAT HAS BEEN MY OBSESSION FOR THE BETTER PART OF THE LAST DECADE THAT THEY LITERALLY FLY FROM THE FAR CORNERS OF THE WORLD IN ORDER TO SHUT THEMSELVES UP IN A SINGLE ROOM AND GEEK OUT ABOUT IT FOR DAYS. THERE ARE DRUNKEN DIABETES ABOUT RABBITMQ IN THE CONTEXT OF METRIC TRANSMISSION, HALLWAY ARGUMENTS ABOUT WHETHER CPU PERCENTAGE OR LOAD AVERAGE IS THE SUPERIOR METRIC OF COMPUTATIONAL STRESS, AND DIABOLICAL PLOTS TO COMpress TIME SERIES DATA BY CONVERTING IT TO FREQUENCY SPACE. MY POINT IS, THIS CONFERENCE COULD NOT BE MORE CUSTOM-MADE TO PLEASE ME WERE WE GATHERING IN A FELLOWSHIP QUEST TO CRAFT THE ULTIMATE BACON, LETTUCE, AND TOMATO SANDWICH.

IF THERE WAS A THEME THAT PERMEATED THE EVENT, I THINK IT WAS TO BE FOUND IN THE CONTRAST BETWEEN TWO VERY SPECIFIC KINDS OF TALK. THE FIRST TYPE IS THE KIND GIVEN BY SOMEONE ATTEMPTING TO APPLY MATHEMATICAL (USUALLY STATISTICAL, BUT SOMETIMES SIGNAL PROCESSING) TECHNIQUES TO DETECT ABERRANT BEHAVIOR IN TIME SERIES DATA. THESE ARE ALWAYS TECHNICAL AND, WITH A FEW NOTABLE EXCEPTIONS [2], DO NOT ATTEMPT TO PRACTICALLY APPLY THEIR FINDINGS VIA A TOOL THE REST OF US CAN EXPERIMENT WITH. THEY CUSTOMARILY PROVIDE AN OVERVIEW OF RELEVANT MATHEMATICAL TECHNIQUES, USUALLY BEGINNING WITH SIMPLE THRESHOLDS, MOVING THROUGH STANDARD DEVIATION AND VARIOUS TYPES OF EXPONENTIAL MOVING AVERAGES LIKE HOLT-WINTERS, AND WINDING UP SOMEWHERE IN THE VICINITY OF FORWARD DECAYING PRIORITY SAMPLING. AT THIS POINT, THEY USUALLY THROW UP THEIR HANDS, MUTTER SOMETHING ABOUT DOMAIN-SPECIFIC KNOWLEDGE AND MONITORING DATA BEING A NON-GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION, AND ASK FOR QUESTIONS.

THE SECOND TYPE OF TALK IS THE KIND GIVEN BY AN ENGINEER WHO HAS IMPLEMENTED A MONITORING SYSTEM THAT SEEMS TO BE WORKING FOR THEM AT THE MOMENT. IT IS OFTEN A TENUOUSLY WIRED TOGETHER FRANKENSTEIN’S MONSTER THAT WILL ALMOST CERTAINLY LOOK DIFFERENT THE NEXT TIME WE SEE IT (WHICH IS FINE IF IT’S SOLVING THEIR PROBLEMS). TO BE CLEAR, I GREATLY ENJOY BOTH OF THESE KINDS OF TALKS. IF THERE WERE A CABLE CHANNEL THAT Brought ME ONLY THIS CONTENT, I WOULD NEVER LEAVE THE HOUSE.

AUTOMATED FAULT DETECTION IS ABSOLUTELY WORTH PURSUING, I’M EXCITED ABOUT IT, AND I HAVE NO DOUBT THERE WILL BE BREAKTHROUGHS AS WE GET MORE EYES ON IT. FURTHER, IT’S ALWAYS FASCINATING TO HEAR ABOUT THE REAL-LIFE TRIALS AND TRIBULATIONS OF MY FELLOW PLUMBERS WHO ARE HOLDING THINGS TOGETHER IN THEIR RESPECTIVE CORNER OF THE INTERNET. THEIR EVERY SUCCESS IS A RAY OF GLORIOUS HOPE THAT BRIGHTENS MY DAY.

BEING REPEATEDLY SUBJECTED TO THESE TWO TYPES OF TALKS BACK TO BACK, HOWEVER, WAS, I HAVE TO ADMIT, A LITTLE DISHEARTENING. THE CONTRAST BETWEEN THE COLD MATHEMATICAL CERTAINTY PROMISED BY THE FORMER TYPE COMPARED TO THE BANAL REALITY OF THE LATTER REALLY GOT ME THINKING ABOUT THE CURRENT STATE OF MONITORING AS I’VE PERSONALLY WITNESSSED IT. AREN’ THERE REAL-LIFE MONITORING SYSTEMS OUT THERE THAT ARE PURPOSEFULLY DESIGNED, ELEGANTLY ENGINEERED, AND THAT MEET 100% OF THE NEEDS OF EVERY ENGINEERING TEAM IN THEIR RESPECTIVE ORGANIZATION? YES, AS A MATTER OF FACT, I HAPPEN TO KNOW THAT THERE ARE WELL-ENGINEERED MONITORING SYSTEMS THAT WORLD-CLASS IT SHOPS ARE HAPPY WITH: SYSTEMS THAT SURE WOULD BENEFIT FROM AUTOMATIC FAULT
I like to think I’ve done a good job of resisting the urge to pontificate about the state of monitoring in general in this column, focusing instead on interesting tools and techniques. It just seems presumptuous of me to tell you what to install and how, but Monitorama has left me with both a burning desire to spout off at the mouth about monitoring theory and the feeling that I may have been remiss in avoiding it in the past. So, I give you my take on the current state of how to monitor well, organized into seven habits that summarize what the good systems are doing right today.

Habit 1: It’s About the Data
Were I in a darker mood, I might have titled this “Stop Looking for an Ubertool.” Awesome monitoring systems collect value data over tools—they understand that a monitoring tool is merely a means to obtain data. They treat metrics and telemetry data as first-class citizens and rarely leave it to rot within the tool that collected it. Rather, they send the data “up” to be processed, stored, and analyzed together with all of the other data collected by all the other tools, on all the other systems, organization-wide.

When you make the data a first-class citizen, you wind up with data-centric tools that enable you to correlate measurements taken from any layer of the stack. You can, for example, quantify the effect of JVM garbage collection on service latency, or if the number of calls to the foo() function in your application across three different nodes correlates to the odd behavior in the byte counter that resides on the switch they are all connected to. You know you are doing it right when you can “tee” off a subset of your monitoring data at will and send it as input to any new tool you might decide to use in whatever format that tool expects.

Now that I’ve made a big deal about it not being about tools, let’s talk about the kinds of tools that let data thrive, beginning with an example of what not to do. I’ll go ahead and pick on Nagios for this, since that’s so in-vogue these days. Nagios was designed for a very specific job, namely, to collect availability data on services and hosts on the order of minutes (usually about every five minutes).

This is useful data to collect, and Nagios is, in my opinion, the best tool for accomplishing this task. It also makes some annoying assumptions about how you want to process the data it collects, and those assumptions make it more difficult than it should be to get data out of Nagios and into other tools. This is evidenced by the plethora of single-purpose tools that have sprung into being for no other purpose than to take data from Nagios and place it in X, where X is some other monitoring tool from which it is usually even more difficult to extract the monitoring data.

And so it is that we devolve into this anti-pattern of implementing the tool we think we need, and then more tools to connect our tool to yet other tools in an attempt to make up for some deficiency in the one we thought we wanted. The complexity of our monitoring efforts grows quadratically as our chosen tool bogs down with every new tool we bolt onto it. God help us if we ever want to connect a tool to the tool that’s connected to the original tool, because our data just gets more and more specific, ever-increasingly locked-in to the toolchain we’ve painted ourselves into.

If, however, we recognize that Nagios is merely one of many data collectors and place a transmission layer above Nagios that is designed to accept metrics data from any sort of data collector so that it can be processed and persisted in a common data format, our tools no longer depend on each other, and we have a single source of telemetry data that we can wire to any tools that make sense. Obviously, I think this is a fantastic idea, and I even began to implement it myself [3] before Riemann [4] and Heka [5] did a much better job of it.

Habit 2: Use Monitoring for Feedback
Who is choosing your metrics? Are you using a turnkey agent that collects umpteen hundred metrics from every node that you install it on? How many of those metrics do you track? How many do you alert on? Great monitoring systems are driven by purpose. They are designed to provide operational feedback about production systems to people who understand how those systems work—people who have chosen what to monitor about those systems based on that knowledge.

Monitoring isn’t a “thing”; it does not stand on its own. It is not a backup system or a disaster recovery plan, or any other sort of expensive and annoying burden heaped on Ops to satisfy the checklist requirements of a regulatory body or an arbitrary quarterly goal. It is not a ritual that grown-ups tell us to follow—like keeping our hands and arms inside the vehicle at all times—a habit we all must perform to stave off some nameless danger that no one can quite articulate.

Monitoring is an engineering tool. It exists to provide closed-loop feedback from engineering systems. It is the pressure meter on your propane tank. Through monitoring, we gain visibility into places we cannot go, and we prevent explosions from happening in those places. The engineers in your organization should understand the metrics you monitor, because each should have been configured by an engineer to answer a specific question or provide a concrete insight about the operational characteristics of your service.
Habit 3: Alert on What You Draw
When an engineer in your organization receives an alert from a monitoring system, and moves to examine a graph of monitoring data to analyze and isolate the problem, it’s critically important that the same data was used to generate both the alert and the graph. If, for example, you’re using Nagios to check and alert, and Ganglia to draw the graphs, you’re raising the likelihood of uncertainty, stress, and human error during the critically important time of incident response.

One monitoring system or the other could be generating false positives or negatives; they could each be monitoring subtly different things under the guise of the same name, or they could be measuring the same thing in subtly different ways. It actually doesn’t matter, because there is likely no way to objectively tell which system is correct without a substantial effort, and even if you do figure out which is lying, it’s unlikely you will be able to take a meaningful corrective action to synchronize the behavior of the systems.

Ultimately, what you’ve done is shifted the problem from “improve an unreliable monitoring system” to “make two unreliable monitoring systems agree with each other in every case.” The inevitable result is simply that your engineers will begin to ignore both monitoring systems because neither can be trusted.

Great monitoring systems require a single source of truth. In the current example, the most expedient way to achieve this is to configure Nagios to monitor thresholds in Ganglia’s data [6] (because Ganglia has the best resolution). The concept of a single source of truth is a fundamental requirement to good systems monitoring. It’s also another great argument in favor of focusing on data rather than tools.

Habit 4: Standardize Processing, but Emancipate Collection
I’ve run into business consultants who were convinced that the proper way to implement monitoring solutions was to first create a plan that lists every possible service that you could ever want to monitor and then choose a tool that meets your data collection list. In my experience, great monitoring systems do the opposite. They plan and build a substrate—a common, organization-wide service for processing telemetry data from monitoring systems—like the ones I described above in Habit #1. Then they enable and encourage every engineer, regardless of team affiliation or title, to send monitoring data to it by whatever means necessary.

Awesome monitoring systems standardize the metrics processing, storage, analysis, and visualization tools, but they declare open season on data collectors. One shop whose engineers I’ve spoken with (apologies, I’ve forgotten which) has the motto “new metrics in minutes.” Every engineer should be free to implement whatever means she deems appropriate to monitor the services she’s responsible for. Monitoring new stuff should be hassle-free.

Habit 5: Let the Consumers Curate
Another popular notion about monitoring systems in the corporate world is that they should provide a “single pane of glass,” by which I assume they mean the monitoring system should have a single, primary dashboard that shows a high-level overview of the entire system state.

That’s great and I’m not necessarily arguing against it, but the best monitoring tools I’ve seen focus instead on enabling engineers to create and manage their own dashboards, thresholds, and notifications. If you’re doing it right, you should have a dashboard for every service that your team supports or contributes to, curated by your team members. Effective monitoring systems don’t just allow non-ops engineers to interact with the system, they demand it.

Great monitoring systems are timely, open, and precise. They represent a single source of truth that is so compelling and easy to interact with that the engineers naturally rely on them to understand what’s going on in production. When they want to track how long a function takes to execute in production, they should naturally choose to instrument their code and observe feedback using the monitoring system. When they have an outage, their first thought should be to turn to the dashboard for that service before they attempt to ssh to one of the hosts they suspect is involved.

A monitoring system that requires coercion for adoption isn’t solving the right problems. So, if your engineers are avoiding the monitoring system, or ignoring it, or rolling their own tools to work around it, then you have an impedance problem, and you should ask yourself why they prefer the tools they do over yours, and focus in on making it easier for the consumers of the system to use it to solve their problems.

Habit 6: Evolve by Tiny Iterations
Healthy monitoring systems don’t need a semi-monthly maintenance procedure. They stay relevant because they’re constantly being iterated by the engineers who rely on them to solve everyday problems. New metrics are added by engineers who are instrumenting a new service or trying to understand the behavior of some misanthropic piece of infrastructure or code. Measurements are removed when they’re no longer needed by the team that put them there—because they’re superfluous and cluttering up the dashboards.
By focusing on the data, relying on the accuracy of the results, and enabling everyone to iteratively fix the pieces they rely on, your monitoring system will evolve into exactly what your organization needs it to be, rather than a complicated ball of cherished tools tenuously strung together that everyone ignores except the dude holding the string.

**Habit 7: Instrumentation != Debugging**

Monitoring is unit testing for operations. For all distributed applications—and, I’d argue, for a great deal of traditional services—it is the best if not the only way to verify that your design and engineering assumptions bear out in production.

Further, instrumentation is the only way to gather in-process metrics that directly correspond to the well-being and performance of your production applications.

Therefore, instrumentation is code. It is a legitimate part of your application—not extraneous debugging rubbish that can be slovenly implemented with the implicit assumption that it will be removed later. Your engineers should have libraries at their disposal that enable them to thoughtfully and easily instrument their application in a way that is commonly understood and repeatable. Libraries like Coda Hale Metrics [7] are a fantastic choice if you don’t want to roll your own. In the same way your feature isn’t complete until you provide a test for it, your application is not complete until it is instrumented so that its inner workings can be verified by the monitoring data stream.

As always, I hope you found something helpful in this diatribe. As the DevOps revolution continues to utterly confound and mystify the IT managementosphere, I think we have a golden opportunity to reinvent monitoring. My hope is that we can expand it from a thing that operations does because: computers, and replace it with a commons—supported by Ops—that welcomes measurements from every type of engineer and encourages them to define their own interactions, no matter how convoluted their title. To the extent we achieve this, I believe we will improve the transparency of both our services and infrastructure, increase our understanding of the systems we support, and carry with us quieter pagers.

Good luck!
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